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Aid for Hope Summer Institute Donated
Hope College has received a
$59,223 grant from the National
Science Foundation to sponsor a
Summer Institute in Chemistry,
announced Hope President Dr.
Calvin A. VanderWerf today.
The Institute will be designed
for high school teachers who teach
aecond year and Advanced Placement chemistry and will be held
on the Hope campus from June 22
Aug. 1, 1964. •

GOLDWATER—Part of the crowd of Goldwater supporters await the
Senator's arrival at the Kent County Airport Monday.

Goldwater Begins Campaign
With Visit to Grand Rapids
by Chuck Meaning
Barry Goldwater, candidate for
the Republican nomination for
President, began his campaign
with a visit to Grand Rapids Monday.
An enthusiastic crowd of approximately 1000 people — many of
whom had waited for more than
two hours—greeted I he Arizona
Senator when his DC 3 airplane
finally set down in a light snowfail
at the Kent County Airport.
Goldwater srlepped out of the
plane in the midst of the usual
cheers and press camera flashes
and waded through the crowd of
reporters with the aid of two
"Goldwater Girls." He was hampered by a cast on his foot, due
to a recent heel operation, but still
asserted that "any Republican
with a bad foot is better than any
Democrat."
In his greeting to the crowd at
the airport, Goldwater stated that
he, as a Republican, was attempting to give the American people
a choice. He feels that the vorters

BARRT GOLDWATER
"will chose American constitutionalism over the weakness of the
socialism which has been tried
for 30 years and has failed."
The crowd greeting the Senator
was equipped with all the paraphenalia of a small scale political
demonstration: signs, pictures,
hats, buttons, all lettered with
the name of Goldwater. A great
number of the Goldwater supporters—very likely the majority—were
rather young, many appearing to
be college students.
Goldwater was then wisked away
to the Pantlind Hotel in Grand
Rapids, where he participated in
a press conference and a fund
raising dinner. 'At the dinner he
was introduced by Governor George Romney and made the first
major speech of his campaign for
Presidential nomination.
Answering a barrage of questions at the press conference. Goldwater gave his views on a wide
variety of subjects. When asked
about his relationship with the
John Birch Society, the Senator

replied that he would not disavow
the right wingers if they were
v/orking within their constitutional
rights.
Goldwater gave his opinion that
fhe Birchers are not supporting
anyone as a group, perhaps because 40% of the members
are Democrats, according to Goldwater. He also noted that the Democratic party has not disavowed
the support of communist leader
Gus Hall, although he agreed that
this does not brand the Democrats
communistic.
The Arizona Senator also repeated his stand that the United
States should use the possibility
of withdrawing American recognition of the Russian government
as a dipolmatic tool. In addition,
he feels that nuclear testing should
be resumed when it is to the
definite advantage of America, an
idea which he does not feel violates the terms of the recent test
ban treaty.
Goldwater's speech at the fund
raising dinner was highlighted by
his call for a rugged conservative
individualism and the rejection of
any compromise which would
weaken and degrade basic principles.
The Senator described the Democratic Party as a "party that
seeks political conformity, social
sameness and regimented rule."
Of the present administration,
Goldwater stated, "By necessity
and tradition President Johnson
as his party's leader must defend
its current record, its promises,
and its objectives. These inherited
proposals he must not, cannot reject, or even materially revise.
These cannot be listed among
President Johnson's assets. They
are his liabilities.
"I cannot believe that the American people want a government to
regulate their affairs more and
more, when every wind from
Washington brings proof that our
federal establishment cannot regulate itself.1 And not all the talk
of economy can hide the $100 billion proof of Federal extravagance."
"Do we want to carve out America's own great part into the
future—a path of freedom all men
can follow—or are we so tired and
so lacking in faith in ourselves
that we will turn to controls instead of competition, to big government instead of big opportunity,
to isolation instead of a mission
to the world?"
Goldwater concluded by saying,
"It is a hard road and a hard
choice but it is a high road and
a hope-filled choice. Strong men
and women, strong in freedom,
strong in self respect and individual resourcefulness, strong in
faith in their local governments,
strong in their charity at home,
bold in their enterprise abroad,
can make this journey."

The purpose of the Institute will
be to develop a model course,
built on the basic concepts of
chemistry, for a second year of
opportunity to study with an to
high school chemistry. The Institute will also give teachers the
know personally outstanding chemical educators from all over the
country.
A completely integrated course
entitled "The Basic Concepts of
Chemistry" will comprise the program of study for the nine-week

Twelve Seniors
To Be Interviewed

session. One week will be devoted
to the study of each of nine concepts under the leadership of an
eminent authority.
Qualified participants in the Institute will be able to earn up to
nine hours of graduate credit.
Several universities in Michigan
have consented to apply credits
earned toward a Master's degree
in the teaching of science.
The nine basic concepts upon
which the course will be built are
kinetic molecular theory, atomic
structures and the periodic law,
chemical bonding and the geometry of molecules, the mole concept, acids and bases, concept of
chemical energy, chemical equilibrium, oxidation-reduction, chemical kinetics.
President VanderWerf commented that the session will include
top men in the field of chemistry.
Authorities on the basic concepts already engaged as guest
lecturers include: Dr. John F. Baxter Jr., University of Florida, lecturer for television's "Continental
Classroom;" Dr. Lloyd N. Ferguson, Howard University; Dr. Edward L. Haenisch, winner of the

1962 Science Apparatus Award as
outstanding educator, Wabash College; Dr. William Kieffer, College
of Wooster and editor of the
"Journal of Chemical Education;"
Dr. Ralph G. Pearson, Northwestern University; Dr. Harry H.
Sisler, University of Florida and
Dr. Calvin VanderWerf, Hope College. Kieffer, Sisler and VanderWerf will be lecturing on topics
on which they have published
books.
Director of the Institute will be
Mr. Engene C. Jekel, assistant
professor of Chemistry at Hope.
Mr. Frank S. Quiring, a teacher
of Advanced Placement High
School Chemistry in Clayton, Miss,
will be associate director.
Mr. Jekel stated that the National Science Foundation grant
to Hope College will endow 40
high school teachers with stipends
to participate in the Institute. All
participants will room in Durfee
Hall and dine at Phelps Hall. The
Science Hall will be headquarters
for the Institute.
Students interested in attending
the Institute may contact Mr.
Jekel.

Dr. de Velder to Receive Degree;

For Fellowships
Twelve Hope College students
have been selected by the Woodrow
Wilson Fellowship Committee to
have a preliminary screening interview at the University of Michigan. The students are: David Hollenbach, Linda Lucas, Blaine McKinley, Thomas McNeil, David
Mouw, Thomas Pool, Herbert Tillema, Lynn VandeBunte, Paul
Wackerbarth, Robert Welmer, Linda Wolvoord and Nancy Zwart.
Beginning next week, each student will have a half-hour interview with three professors from
graduate faculties in the Michigan
area. Interviewers will determine
whether students receive the Wilson awards.
A dinner was held for the 12
students on Thursday evening in
Phelps Conference Room to discuss
the type of interviewers forthcoming.

STUDENT UNION HOURS
Friday: ft—12 p.m., dancing
Saturday: 1—5, ft—12 p.m.

Alumni Fund
Reaches Goal;

President to Confer Honor Monday
by Kathleen Verduin
Dr. Walter De Velder, missionary to the Chinese since 1936, will
receive an honorary Doctor of Divinity degree from Hope College
at a special assembly Monday at
9:50 a.m. in Dimnent Memorial
Chapel. The degree will be conferred by Dr. Calvin Vander Werf.
"But These Are They," a choral
anthem from Randall Thompson's
cantata "The Peaceable Kingdom"
derived from the painting of that
name by the American Primitive
Edward Hicks, will be presented
by the Chapel Choir, under the
direction of Dr. Robert W. Cavanaugh.
Speaking before an audience
composed of students, faculty,
missionaries now living in the
area and ministers from the classes of Holland and Zeeland, Dr.
de Velder will deliver an address
based on I Thessalonians 1: 8:
"Your faith in God has gone forth
everywhere."
A Hope graduate whose javelin
record (175 feet, 2 inches) has
stood since 1929, Dr. de Velder
attributes his interest in missionary work to the influence of Dr.
Samuel Zwemer, Reformed Church
missionary to Arabia, and Dr. Edward Dimnent, who was President
of Hope College at the time. "For
several years we watched Dimnent
Chapel being built and were the

first class to graduate in it," he
said.
Declining several coaching positions, Dr. de Velder went to Fukien
province, China, as a secondary
school teacher of English and Bible and director of athletics as
well in 1929, to be driven out by
Communist forces three years
later. He then attended New Brunswick seminary and the University
of Utrecht, in the Netherlands,
where he preached in the English
Reformed Church in Amsterdam,
a seventeenth century English speaking church which predates
the Pilgrims.
Returning to China in 1936, the
de Velder family remained there
until World War II. "We went out
the back door into India," says
Dr. de Velder. The "back door"
was via General Chennault's Flying Tigers.
Communism on the Chinese mainland precluded further missionary
work there after 1951, and Dr. de
Velder was transferred to the
Phillippine Islands and in 1955 to
Hong Kong. He will return on Jan.
25, having lived with his family
in Holland since July 1963.
Two of Dr. de Velder's children,
Margaret and Philip, graduated
from Hope in 1963. Dirck and John
are Hope juniors and a fourth son,
David, will enroll at the college
next fall.

Top Former Total
1963 Hope College Alumni Fund
has reached its $100,000 goal, reports Marian Stryker, Alumni
Secretary.
This is the largest goal ever set
for Alumni giving according to
Mrs. Stryker who said that the
most the alumni had previously
raised was $59,000 in 1959.
Throughout the year 327 alumni
have participated in a personal
solicitation program condccted
throughout the nation.
Intensive campaigns were held
in Zeeland, Holland, Grand Rapids,
Grand Haven, Muskegon, Grandville, Hudsonvifle, Kalamazoo,
Lansing, Ann Arbor, Detroit,
Chicago, Rochester, ^Albany and
Schenectady, N.Y.

DR. WALTER DE VELDER
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Hope Leads State

GLCA Program Explained
By Sociology Professor

In Doctorates
Earned By Grads
Hope College leads the liberal
a r t s colleges of Michigan in the
number of doctorates granted
graduates in the past 40 years.
Of the 25 leading colleges in the
midwest, disclosed the survey reported by the Chicago Tribune's
Chesly Manly, Hope ranks eleventh.
As of last year, 218 doctoral degrees had been earned by Hopeites.
The nation-wide survey was included in a report by Lindsey
Harmon and Herbert Soldz of the
National Academy of Sciences'
National Research Council, titled
"Doctorate Production in United
States Universities, 1920-1962."
Following Hope's lead in Michigan were Kalamazoo College with
184 degrees; Calvin, 169; Albion,
165.

PROGRESS—With cold weather and the completion of the outside
of the new Physics-Mathematics Building, construction continues Inside. The new building should be completed by August.

CO-ED SPECIALS
FOR JANUARY

Campus Miss
4 6 East 8th St.

Religious Conference
Unity Impresses Hopeite
by Robert Werge

Free Hair Shaping
with Hair Styling
15.00 Permanent now $10.00,
including

personalized

shap-

ing and styling. These specials
valid only on Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday during
January. Call EX 6-6614 now
:

of your appointment.

"What impressed me most was
that 3,200 students from all over
the world were together. The
brotherhood seemed supernatural"
said Nigerian-born Gibson Dallah
cf the 19th Ecumenical Student
Conference which he attended
Christmas vacation.
"For the Life of the World"
was the theme of the conference
which met in Athens, Ohio from
Dec. 27 - Jan. 2. More than
3200 students actively participated in the conference whose main

HERFST
STUDIO AND PHOTO SUPPLY
PORTRAITS — PICTURE FRAMES — CAMERAS
PROJECTORS — FILMS — PHOTO FINISHING

We Give S&H Green Stamps
7 West 8th Street

purpose was the strengthening
of brotherhood and understanding
among the various branches of
the Christian tradition.
Only 50% of the students who
Jattended were Americans. The
rest came from 80 countries,
though a majority of these were
enrolled in American universities.
To develop the inter nation a{I
aspects of the conference, speakers from all over the world spoke
on the situation of the Church in
respective countries.
A widely held view among the
speakers was that Christian churches can no longer withhold participation from secular affairs
without losing their essential functions and their reason for existence.
"Involvement" was the word
most used, reported Professor
James Malcolm who also attended.

by Susan Spring
"Students in the Great Lakes
College Association are being presented with an opportunity for
living and studying in Latin America — and not with a vacation
spirit. The program is aimed for
participation toward legitimate objectives of students which may be
accompHshed better abroad than
in the U.S."
So spoke Professor Gorden of
Antioch's sociology department
while explaining the GLCA Latin
American Program (re anchor
Nov. 27) to administration and
faculty members Wednesday.
Seventy-five students from the
Association will be recruited to enter in either or both of the fall and
spring terms. A summer session for
those with minimal Spanish background will be required. The year's
program will cost little more than
expenses for the normal year at
Hope.
Universities in both Guanajuato,
Mexico, and Bogota. Colombia,
will be attended by students participating in the social-academic
Centers provided by GLCA in those
cities. In taking courses from these

universities, students would essentially be learning of Latin American cultures from Latin Americans, as well as seeing the U.S.
from a new point of view.
Background for this study would
be built through basic courses at
the Centers in geography, history
and language. "We don't want students going into advanced courses
with the vagueness that a foreign
student coming here and not knowing whether George Washington is
a document or a builder or a city
would have," said Gorden.
The Centers will be equipped
with extensive libraries at which
GLCA students will work for acclimation "with no spoon-feeding."
Language facility is of the highest
importance, Gorden emphasised.
"Translation does not mean communication."
Although Gorden expects that
most applicants will be language
majors, political science, history
and economics students are of the
many fields included in the program. Professor Weller of the Romance
Language
department.
Graves 202 B, may be contacted
for information and applications.

Rev. Nida to Lecture at Seminary;
Communication in Religion is Topic
The Rev. Eugene A. Nida,
Ph.D., Secretary for Translations
of the .American Bible Society,
will deliver a series of three
special guest lectures at the Commons of the Western Theological
Seminary on Jan. 15 and 16.
A specialist in the study of
languages and dialects of primitive peoples, for many of whom
no printed part of the Bible has
yet appeared. Dr. Nida's work
includes field surveys, linguistic
research,
checking of manuscripts of new translations and
the writing of books and articles
on languages, anthropology and
the science of meaning.
tin order to carry on these

many phases of the Translations
Department work of the American Bible Society, Dr. Nida has
travelled to more than 660 countries in lEurope, Asia, Africa and
Latin America, where he has
worked with translators on linguistic problems of more than
120 different languages.
At the 9 a.m. lecture on Jan.
15, Dr. Nida's subject will be
"Communication
in Religion."
At 2 p.m., his subject will be
•"Religion
and
Basic Human
Drives." The third and final lecture in this series is at 9 a.m.
on Jan. 16, on the subject, "The
Christianity."

Seminary Lecture Series

Phone EX 2 - 2 6 6 4

Fris
WESTERN MICHIGAN'S LARGEST
GREETING CARD DEPARTMENT
Featuring: Contemporary & Studio Cards, Ring Booki, Papers, Pens

''EVERYTHING FOR SCHOOL"
Downtown — Next to Penney's

At our River Avenue Store
Now and Used Typewriters — Rentals — Expert Repair Service
Save 20% On All Portable Typewriters

HOPE CHURCH INVITES YOU TO STUDY AND WORSHIP
ON SUNDAY, JANUARY 12
Church School Classes at the Manse.
Rolls and coffee at 9:30. Dr. D. Ivan Dykstra
is the teacher.

Morning Worship at 9:30 and 11:00.
The Chancel Choir sings at 11:00 and the
Rev. Jack Wallchendach preaches at 9:30
and 11:00.

Sartre, Shaw Not "Drama " Says Savage
by David Von Ins
Dr. Edward Savage discussed
"Man's View of Modern Man in
Modern Drama," in a lecture given at the Western Theological Seminary Commons Thursday morning.
The first and second elements
of the title are self-evident. "Man's
view of modern man" is the playwright's view, but "modern dram a " must be defined. According
to Savage, modern but not dramatic are the staged philosophical
plays of Jean-Paul Sartre ("No
Exit"), George Bernard Shaw
("Man and Superman") and the
French didactic school. To be
added to this list are imageless
poetic dramas of T.S. Eliot ("Cocktail Party"). Contemporary but not
modern are the vapid speechifyings of John Osborne and Arthur
Miller. Miller only uses the stage
as a platform for promulgating
his philosophy, according to the

Van Raalte's Restaurant
Zeeland

At 8:30 in the Senior High Room
of the Christian Education Building the college students will have as their speaker Mr.
William Dempsey, Vice President of WZZM
TV. He will sepeak on "Communication
through Comedy" and will play a few "commercials for God" radio tapes.

HOPE CHURCH
7 7 W . I l f h Street

professor. Savage also feels that
the grotesque sentimentality of
Tennessee Williams ("Glass Menagerie") and Eugene O'Neil ("Ah,
Wilderness") does not merit the
title of modern drama.
Modern drama, Savage stated,
consists of the heroic or epic drama of Brecht and Motherland, the
so-called theater of the absurd
(lonesco, Albee, Pinter), and film
makers as Fellini, Bergman, Dreyer, and Tony Richardson.
Drama is a ". . . combination
of spectacle and action (which)
results in purgative effects closely
akin to ritual. True drama is ritualistic, not realistic, d.e. it presents heightened realism—it draws
upon reality only for its symbols
and its clusters of images which
result in formalized reality or ritual." A mirror gives an image of
the face, not a reproduction. It
shows scars and blemishes more

Complete Dinners
Banquets for 20 - 300
BRING YOUR DATE, PARENTS, OR FRIENDSI

(Special

Dinners for 95c)

clearly than society sees them.
The drama, according to Savage,
is society's mirror in which problems appear in heightened reality.
Modern drama shows man as
part of the formal structure of
society. "He is an individual who
attempts to express himself or
maintain his individuality, often
hedged in by a hostile environment." Modern drama as a mirror
wishes to show the fallibility of
man, yet his fallibility accounts
for his individuality in Savage's
opinion. Society would remove his
individuality, leaving him with a
social fallibility. This is not the
answer to man's problem. Modern
drama has no answer, Savage concluded. But the awareness of man's
struggle to maintain his individuality and the importance of the
struggle is modern drama's basic
point.
Savage's lecture was the first
in a series of lectures designed to
shorten the distance between Wesern Theological Seminary and
Hope College. The speakers in the
series will be Hope professors delineating aspects of their fields
and then answering Questions from
the floor. The lectures are open to
all interested students from both
schools.

DU SAAR
PHOTO and GIFT
SHOP
Holldnd, Mich. EX 2 - 2 2 3 0
Everything Photographic

h
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Barry Goldwater

3 ^ 4

by Robert Donia
It's official. The most controversial figure in current American
politics, Barry Goldwater, is a
candidate for the Republican
presidential nomination. A week
ago he stated, "I want to tell you
that I will seek the Republican
presential nomination
I have
decided to do this
because 1
have not heard from any announced Republican candidate a declaration of conscience or political
position that could possible offer
to the 'American people a clear
choice in the next Presidential
election."
SHAKESPEARE—The Fine Art Film Series begins again Monday
with Laurence Olivier starring in 11 Hamlet".

New Film Series at Park
To Reveal 'Best in Cinema'
"The ultimate in drama, Shakespeare, will be coupled with ultimate iru-cinfima^^Fellini,'' observed I^r. Edward SaV^ge in reference to s tt»-ftex4 series of Park
theatre foreign films.
"Hamlet" will begin the new
round, shown at 7 and 9 p.m.,
Jan. 13. Laurence Olivier plays
the lead in the film.
Jan. 20 will bring a portion of
Frederico Fellini when "Boccaccio
70" comes to town. Composed of
short scenes, the "Boccaccio 70"
is reported to be the Italian answer to episode films in America.
Ingmar Bergman's latest production, last in his trilogy on the
Man - God relationship, "Winter
Light," will be shown on the 27th.

Competing Artists

Fellini will return the next week
with his most recent film, "8%,"
an autobiographical statement.
The title blankly signifies the fact
that "8 V is the 8th film directed
by the Italian artist.
"In honor of the quatra-centenury of his birth," noted Dr. Savage, Shakespeare comes again in
the production of "Julius Caesar."
Marlon Brando is cast as Anthony
in this rendition of the tragedy.

In response to student request,
the Opus editorial board' has pushed the deadline for literary and
art contributions to Feb. 7.
Art contributions may be placed
at the base of the stairway of
Phelps basement, on the Science
building side. Jan Merson, art
editor, requests that students identify their works and leave notice
of where they can be reached with
their contributions.
Literary contributions may be
given to any board member or
placed in the vault in the Opus
room. Graves ground floor.

WE NEED YOUR HEAD IN
OUR BUSINESS
POST'S BARBER SHOP
Thrt* Borbtn
Two blocks south of chapel.

Senator Goldwater is the target
of as much hatred as anyone in
American politices. It is the favorite pastime of many liberals to
suggest that Goldwater is a segregationist, reactionary, fascist.

'Hie most distinguishing characteristic of Goldwater's personality
is his frankness. He says what's
on his mind no matter what everyone else thinks and this trait has
gained him both friends and
enemies. The political wisdom of
Goldwater's statements is often
questionable from the point of view
of vote-getting; nevertheless, his
honesty gives him a personal at-

traction which has endeared him
to millions of Americans.
Goldwater claims to offer a
clear-cut choice to the liberalism
of the current Administration. He
favors gradual elimination of farm
price supports, a lanced budget
and eventual elimination of foreign
economic aid ("I would rather see
foreign economic aid money chanelled into technical assistance and
the Peace Corps concept."). Goldwater as a Senator voted against
the test ban treaty, saying he favored obtaining political concessions from the Soviet Union before
making such a treaty. On Civil
Rights, he feels integration should
precede, accomplished by the
state and local governments as
much as possible. He opposes the
public accomodations section of
the current Civil Rights Bill ("My
basic feeling is that legislation
will not solve the so-called civil
rights problem.").
Goldwater remains in the lead
for the Republican presidential
nomination, despite a recent rise
by Nixon. Much depends on the
primaries and if Goldwater loses
some of these he could easily lose
his lead. If he does receive the
nomination, however, the campaign of 1964 promises to be one
of basic and broad disagreement.
nriij
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RUSS'

Examination Schedule

Drive In

Jan. 20 — Jan. 24, 1964

Jan. 20 —Monday

Eating out together - is always fun at RUSS'
Car or inside service

7:45 — 3 MWF
10:00 - 1 TT
2 : 0 0 - 5 MWF

Face Deadline;
Editors Set Feb, 7

The junior Senator from Arizona
is 55. He is a former chairman of
the board of Goldwaters', Inc., a
chain of stores in Arizona. He was
elected to the U.S. Senate in 1952
in an upset election and he was
re-elected in 1958. He has become
the idol and leader of the American conservative movement; he
wears the conservative badge
proudly and believes that the future belongs to conservatism. He
has said, "We are being caught
up in a wave of conservatism that
could easily become the political
phenomenon of our time."

isolationist, anti-Negro, anti-Jewish, or in sympathy with those who
hold those views. Many of these
same people were the quickest
to denounce the hatred of the
"radical right" after the Kennedy
assassination. The truth is that
he himself is half Jewish, and
he was recognized by the NAACP
in the early 1950's for his work
in desegregation in Phoenix. He is
quick to renounce isolationism:
"Isolaiionism," he has said, "is
not a Republican way." And Goldwater is no more a fascist than
Johnson is a communist. In replying to the charge that he is reactionary, he accuses the present
administration of being the true
reactionary force: he calls the
Johnson program "new labels on
old bottles." He claims the program of the present Administration is essentially the same as
those of the HBO's.

Jan... 21 — Tuesday

7:45 — 1 MWF
10:15 — 4 TT
2:00 — Languages

Jan. 22 — Wednesday

7:45 — 4 MWF
10:15 — 3 TT
2:00 — 5 TT & 7 TT

Jan. 23 — Thursday

7:45 — 2 MWF
1 0 : 1 5 - 2 TT
2:00 — 6 MWF

Jan. 24 — Friday
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Dependable Jewelers for Over a Quarter Century
6 West Eighth Street
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
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7:45 — 7 MWF
10:15 — 6 TT
2 : 0 0 - 8 MWF

BULFORD
NOW IS THE TIME
to sell your 2nd semester texts.
W e will pay 6 0 % of purchase price
on most texts used 2nd semester.

m

STUDIO

Portrait Photography

5 2 East Eighth Street

Telephone EX 2 - 9 6 0 8

DO NOT WAIT UNTIL SEMESTER STARTS
PLACE

BLUE KEY BOOK STORE
— Your Book Store —

MODEL LAUNDRY
LAUNDRY & DRY CLEANING

VON INS
PIZZA WAGON
25c dorm delivery
all orders over $2.50

FREE

Westrate's Ladies Apparel
15 West 8th Street
Dresses, Skirts, Slacks

Free Pickup and Delivery To All Dorm* And
Fraternity Houses

Sweaters, Suits, Blouses

DAILY PICKUP and DELIVERY

by

AT KOLLEN HALL — 5 : 3 0 P.M.

Junior House, Jantzen
Koret of California, Shapely

9 7 East 8tfi Street

Phone EX 2 * 3 6 2 5

J u r a a r j 10, 1H4
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P & M Play Reveals Mythic Quality
by Lynne Vande Bunte
and Bryce Butler
"There is nothing so conventional as a community of whatever
sort is may be." "The Eagle with
Two Heads" is not conventional:
the two extremes never come together into a community. Playwright Jean Cocteau's method
consists of holding paradoxes together in a violent tension and
just when they are about to be
resolved, showing them in renewed contradiction. But this does not
lead to disharmony, rather to a
higher harmony, a "logic of illog-

icality."
The play is a magic spell, taking
effect in the first act, in its fullest
power in the near-synthesis of
the second and breaking apart
in the third act in a reversed
fulfillment of the first.
The complexity overlaid by
simplicity which is so basic to
myth (and the story of "Eagle"
is a myth) was brought out very
well by the P & M production,
and especially by Carol Kuyper,
who played the part of the queen
with subtility and dexterity. At
any one point, the reactions of

•

i

EAGLE WITH TWO HEADS—Lee Van Dyke, Douglas MoCullough,
Carol Kuiper, Marcia Newhouse, Jim Howell, and Dirk Walvoord
represent members of Russian society in the theater production being presented tonight and tomorrow.

Civil War History To Be Shown
In Mortar Board Fine Arts Film
by Bryce Butler
"Birth of a Nation," an early
historical film, was the Mortarboard film for this week. This
film by director, Leonard Griffith,
has been callled the most important single film in the history of
the industry.
The ideas exppressed by the film
are insignificant. It is a history
of the Civil War, taking up the
southern side of the ideological
conflict. The film is a passionate
and persuasive avowal of the inferiority of the Negro. This is consistant with Griffith's point of
view, which is a sort of Victorian
sentimental humanism. Griffith
also believed, in general, that a
film should show the triumph of
good over evil.
The real contribution of this
film is artistic. It was the first
movie in which close-ups were
used. This represents a major
change in the ^ philosophy of the
art, since before that time, film
had been thought of as an imitation of the theater, thus all the
shots were taken from theatrelike distances. Use of the close-up

marked the beginning of film as
an artistic entity.
"Birth" also uses a device
known as montage, which was
originated by Griffith. Montage
involves the development of a
scene by the juxtaposition of apparently unrealated details. Shots
from several parts of a scene follow one another, illuminating facial and characterizational details
are glanced at by the camera in a
scene and a break in the narrative
may be used to show past action.
Development by montage is
organic, and the parts are related
as cells in an organism. This organic development by accumulation of detail has two advantages.
For one thing, it forces the viewer
to take part in the film, since the
details shown are human, and may
be identified with, and since only
the part taken by the viewer can
relate the unrelated detail. Because of the nature of this understanding, and the work on the part
of the viewer that must go into it
the understanding is deeper than
it would in another type of development.

ASSASSINATION—Lincoln's death is portrayed in a section of tonight's Mortar Board nwvie 4,Birth of a Nation".

the queen were simple and onefaceted. Her essential complexity, however, was shown in skillfully and convincingly executed
changes of mood.
The rest of the cast was more
than adequate, with high and low
spots. Douglas McCullough, as
Stanislas, was peasant and king,
life and death, man and idea and
he slipped into these roles so easily
that one was scarcely aware of
an actor.
Leon Van Dyke was loathfully
greasy and repulsive as the Count
von Foehn, who, as a spirit of
compromise, represented the direct opposite of the other elements
in the play.
Marcia Newhouse, as Edith von
Berg, was convincingly petty and
courtly, if somewhat wooden, and
Jim Howell was the very soul of
a hunch-back deaf-mute. 4 4
Students of the theater will be
extremely interested in the blocking of "Eagle," especially in the
second act. When Stanislas and
the queen declare their love, they
are always separated twice, in
their declarations, they are separated by a table and even in their
most passionate moments, they
make no effort to over-come this
separation.
Many things almost happen.
Stanislas almost kisses the queen.
Her horse almost leaps off a cliff
into the sea. And finally, as they
are both dying, they reach out
towards each other and almost
touch.
The structure is a unity, proceeding from violence, to deathly
quiet, to final violence. The actors' positions, right and left stage,
reveal the progress of the attempted synthesis. The balance — that
perfect balance — is almost achieved in the unearthly still of the
second act, but the balance is so
delicate that as soon as it is
achieved, it is reversed.
"Tragedy is the distance that
separates human beings" — do
they remain seperated or do the
queen's own "security arrangements" effect the final perfecaon,
the "love-death."
The queen and Stanislas are not
one in this half-world, half-heaven
of a magic spell, of an enchanted
castle, but they are not two either.
Can an eagle have two heads?
Is this a fairy tale or not? Are
we awake or asleep? We are both,
in contradiction, and through this
irreconcilable contradiction, an
harmonious logic of illogicality is
achieved, a harmony of structure,
truly beautiful, truly art.

AFRICAN ART—Van Zoeren Ubrary is at present exhibiting a collection of African sculptures.

Van Zoeren Library Exhibits
Collection of African Art
by Miss Marcia Wood
of the Art Department
Presently on view in the Van
Zoeren Library is a fascinating
African Art Exhibit loaned to the
College by the Hackley Gallery
of Muskegon, Mich. The exhibit
is the private collection of Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Swibold. This
46 piece exhibit includes granite,
soapstone and ironwood sculptures;
wooden masks, cast gold brass
weights and printed cotton cloth.
These objects are the work of
several tribes in West Africa: the
Baoule and the Senufo of the Ivory
Coast, the Bambara of West Sudan, the Mende of Sierra Leone
and the Ashanti of Ghana.
To investigate briefly one of
these tribes in the publication
"Senufo Sculpture from West
Africa" one learns that these people number nearly one million,
live in the northern Ivory Coast
and southern parts of the Mali
and Upper Volta and are divided
into some 25 sub-tribes. Like their
neighbors, they are agricultural
people, whose religious and social
organization is largely built around
an initiation society, properly called "Lo," to which every adolescent male must belong through several grades.
At each stage, performance of
appropriate rituals having myth-

ological references ensures the
continued harmony of the people
within the universe.
Most Senufo sculpture functions
in the context of "Lo" ritual, and
when not in use is strictly guarded
within the sacred enclosure. Sculpture both in wood and metal is
made by a guild of artisans—ethnically and culturally distinct from
the body of Senufo farmers—who
are also blacksmiths and potters.
For the viewer here at Hope
College—who presumably is curious, if not fascinated by this
show—it might be interesting to
keep in mind that it was not until
the 19th century that primitive
and non-European art was taken
at all seriously. In the late 19th
century one sees in the work of
Gauguin the characteristics of simple, monumental form and harsh
outline. "Ethnographic curosity,"
the usual response to African art
is transcended and a genuine esthetic response shows in European
art. The german painters—ShmidtRottluff, Kirchner—take an interest in the emotional, irrational
elements working from the nonverbal, conceptual basis.
Those who admire 'African art
do so for its complete formal
freedom. That is, its freedom
from a tie to appearance, for its
vitality and dynamism.

The Dilettante

Be Sociable...
.by David Von Ins
I was sitting with the serenity
that comes from a warm cup
of coffee and the security of having a familiar drug-store counter
under my elbows. Content. Psychologists tell us that the mind shakes
off equilibrium — we must have
change. Heraklitus tells us that we
are composed of fire. It is the essence of our nature to change. I
did not want to move.
Stoic that I am, I determined to
remain static. Some people think
that I'm lazy, I'm not. It takes
a great effort to sit quietly, doing
nothing.
One of iNewton's laws states that
a body at rest tends to stay at
rest (an obvious contradiction of
psychologists from Heraklitus on
down). What's certain? I'll take
Herakitus' word. I don't give a
fig about Newton. Fig Newtonu
Levity is the soul of wit. Absinthe
makes the heart grow fonder.
Words, words, words. A rose is
a rose is a gazorning plat. Where
will Gertrude Stein's experiments
with words carry her? All of these
profundities were coursing through
my brain. Who was James Joyce?
I wondered.
Two men came in. They wore

heavy wooden shoes. The odor
of peat moss and tulips filled the
room. They had come down from
the bulb factory for their afternoon rusk bun.
"What are you doing tonight,
Swede?" said one.
"I don't know, Frenchie," said
the other.
America is a great melting-pot.
All nationalities have met on one
shore forming a single cohesive
political and cultural collossus.
When varied ethnic groups meet,
a process similar to a chemical
oxidation - reduction occurs. The
catalyst of the market place has
created the essence (the lowest
common denominator) of Western
civilization.
Not all of our problems have
•been solved. There is still one
m a j o r disagreement that has divided our country. This dispute has
involved Big Business and Organized Labor, Republicans and Democrats, the North and South (need
I say it has turned brother against
brother?). But, Dear Readers, the
question seems most real here at
Hope College. Students drawn f r o m
all areas of America meet at Hope

and soon enter the conflict.
The problem we face and must
face, is a soft drink properly called
pop or soda?"
Holland merchants in their measureless discretion refer to these
beverages by their brand names.
They wish no unpleasant incidents
with the strange Easterners. How
many times have they given ice
c r e a m sodas to New Yorkers (who
specifically asked for a soda) only
to be rebuffed?
But I do not wish to play upon
your emotions. It has been chemically proved that the proper name
for soft drinks is pop. Soft drinks
are composed of carbonated water
and artificial flavorings. Unlike
soda crackers, there is no soda in
pop. Also, the bottle itself says
"pop" when the cap is removed.
Therefore it is logical to use the
name pop.
Pop is a Mid-Western word. The
Mid-West is the cultural center of
our country. It is home of the
pure American speech. It is free
of accent and colloqualisms. One
might even say that is is your
patriotic duty to say pop. (My
father insists upon it).

Hope College anchor
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ANCHOR
MAIL
Thursday morning's unannounced, unexpected Chapel talk was
startling and embarrassing; we
were not listening to comfortable
words. Someone was saying that
at large universities where students are Worldly and Agnostic
and have Questionable Moral Values the powerful, essential quality
of intellectual integrity is evidently
more easily found than at Hope
College.
Perhaps it is important that
Slater keeps us Well-Fed; perhaps
the all-important image of the college will be in jeopardy unless our
dress is Decently Neat (or AvantGardishly Careless); but somehow
it seems it should be more important to the legendary Christian
Hopeite that his work should be
his own; especially when he says
it is. Or is Hope College still just
a small Christian college?
—Another Hopeite, getting by

Bible Translator
Here Monday
Mr. Harold Popovich, who is
presently working with the Wycliff Bible Translators in Brazil,
will address the Advanced Literature Class in Spanish, Graves 208,
sixth hour on Monday, Jan. 13.
He will also be available for
student interviews. Students interested in linguistics should avail
themselves of the opportunity to
confer with Mr. Popovich before
he returns to Brazil this month,
according to college chaplain. Rev.
Allen B. Cook. The appointment
sheet is posted at Chapel 15.

Phot
ograp
hers!
The Hope College anchor is
in need. Dire need. Of photographers. With or without cameras. Immediately.
The chance of a lifetime.
Capture on film the significant
and heartwarming, the tragic
and comic events of the world
of Hope College. Be there when
news is made. Relish the satisfying feeling of being needed.
Join the anchor and brag to
your mother. Be admired by
men, women and children.
All interested students contact editor Chuck Meaning or
photo editor Mike Snyder.

Coming Events

Composure
"What just about every college in the land
needs is spiritual composure. And that can be
had when we make the fundamental distinction
that recaptures the great insight of our forbears.
That while we of the West are flawed, our ideals
are not; and that the great problem of our time,
both intellectual and moral, is to bring us, in
the West, to adhere more closely to our ideals,
to doubt ourselves but not our ideals."—William
F. Buckley, in this week's National Review.
Obviously, Buckley has never heard of or is
taking exception to Hope College, Holland, Michigan. For approximately a century this small
Christian, liberal arts college has been turning
loose, into a world of chaos, men and women
of Spiritual Composure.
This state of grace involves a concentrated,
strange, effort. Admittedly, there have been
those who have left the plank of this ship without having fully attained Che pale white cloak
of spiritual composure. The tension of carrying
that special Christian smile inside as well as
outside, the throes of, as WFB comments, constantly aligning oneself with a Godly sense of
right which in itself wavers in the darkness of
this life, all indeed are trials.
Ah, yes . . . the dicrotic cameo of Hope,
that jewel of Spiritual Composure. Surface are
the dissensions between men at Hope, surface
are the claims to an existence of unbrotherhood,
of inconsistency, of purposelessness dilating the
blank eyes of students wandering with books
and pens and paper and ibooks. For we do love
our neighbors: The Dutch know the Africans,
the Chinese know the Dutch, the "American

Negroes" are known and loved as fully as are
any other rags of skin waving from Hope^s soapbox to the Outside. Students carry a sense of
knowing, of commitment that is unique in relation to members of other schools. Hopeites are
in control of their wills, they worship, they
study, they laugh with spontaneity.
Observers on campus who are impressed
wih the demeanor and attire of Hopeites are
foolish to suggest that suCh comes from College
Regulations. Inside and outside, Hopeites are
attired in an unsloppy Composure.
And what does Webster say of "composure?"
He defines it as tranquillity . . . calm . . . lack
of disturbance. Back to Buckley — strangely
enough, National Review's comprehensive survey of political and religious attitudes of American college students, (re NR, Oct. 8, 1963) shows
the same trend of "quiet" in members of Protestant-affiliated colleges.
A conclusion of the survey was that such
students are "unlikely to apostasize formally."
In other words, these students don't get up and
quit their church often . . . but the comment
doesn't stop. Of course, this final tidbit has
nothing to do with Webster or Buckley's fear of
inconsistency in spirit, in living ideals, and of
course has nothing to do with Hope.
"Protestant students (as opposed to the
cross-section of Roman Catholic, Jewish, etc.,
students studied nation wide) are least likely
to retain the essentials of their faith. . . ."
Hmmm. They probably just think that we
don't know anything about the Institutes.
-S.S.

Conservatism
An interesting fact about the crowd of Goldwater supporters meeting the Senator at the
county airport Monday is that such a large number turned out to be college students.
Ope of the phenomina of the present college
situation is the strong movement among the
students toward conservatism and thus to the
support of Barry Goldwater as the leader of
political conservatism. While this does not mean
that the Democrats are not finding active support also, it does indicate a growing interest
of the college students in the individualistic spirit of conservative political principles.
The reasons why college students should become involved in such conservatism are complex
and varied. A few seem rather obvious, however.
As part of their education many college students
are apparently gaining faith in the human being's ability and responsibility to discipline himself and to care for the immediate society in
which he lives. It is felt that such a faith in
mankind must demand a sense of individualism,
which in government calls for fewer federal controls of a less centralized government.
Many students feel that such individualism
is the basis for the constitution and that the

nation government should act only when allowed
to do so by the law of the land. Therefore, the
support for Goldwater arises, since, as he stated
at the press conference Monday, a good standard for judging a government is by the number
of laws it does not pass, meaning, of course, the
laws which give the central government controls in areas reserved as individual and state's
rights.
Perhaps college students have grown up
in a time in which they could not help but be
totally aware of the threats of communism, socialism and the annihilation of the total nuclear
war and in this awareness of the immediate
presence of physical and spiritual death they feel
that they must uncompromisingly stand for
American strength in the East-West conflict. It
is not better to be Red than dead and ito ignore
basic American democratic and constitutional
beliefs and principles because of the threat of
personal death is destruction.
At home the advocates of conservative principles are seeking for the correction of social
and political evils, but not at the expense of individual liberties and constitutional legality.
—C.M.

FRIDAY, JAN. 10
Arcadian Formal
4,
Birth of a Nation," Snow Auditorium, 7 and 9 p.m.
"Eagle with Two Heads," Little
Theatre, 8 p.m.

SATURDAY, Jan. 11
Basketball: Olivet at Hope, Civic
Center, 8 p.m.
"Eagle with Two Heads," Little
Theatre, 8 p.m.
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 15
Basketball: Hope at Kalamazoo

SATURDAY, JAN. 18
Basketball: Hope at Adrian
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Flying Dutch Shake Off Losses;
Wallop Cedar Grove J.C. 83-61
by James Mace
Hopes's JV's escaped from their
winless ways with two straight
victories the final week of school.
Against Cedar Grove Christian
Junior College, the Dutchmen exploded with their largest point total
of the year as they walloped the
boys from Grand Rapids 83-61.
•All the Hope boys saw action as
they opened up a twenty point
lead early in the second half. Carl
Walters again led Hope scorers
with 24 points, while Jim Klein and
Denny Weener each tallied 15.
On Wednesday evening, the JV's
took on the Hope College H-Club.
Carl Walters had 20 points and H-

Club was defeated 70-53. Jim Bekkering, Tom Cousineau, Tom DeKuiper and Cal Poppink were
among those who played for the
H-Club.
Due to his success with the JV's
Carl Walters was brought up to the
varsity during the Christmas break
and he appeared in the two vacation games.

Victorious in
Holliday Games

3

Varsity Cagers

Learn To Box!!
Be a master in the art of selfdefense. Expert trainers' secrets can be yours! No equipmnt needed. Form a campus
B o x i n g Club among your
friends for fun, self-confidence
and real physical fitness. Complete Brochure and Lessons $1.
Send to:
PHYSICAL ARTS GYM
363 Clinton Street
Hempstead, Long Island
New York

by Ken Postma
Hope College extended its winning streak to four games over
Christmas vacation by downing
Concordia college of Illinois and
Kenyon College of Gambier, Ohio.
Ron Venhuizen and Bill Potter,
both of Grand Rapids, paced the
win against Concordia with 20
and 14 points respectively. The
Dutch dominated the game from
the very start and at one point
commanded a 24 point edge.
Bill Potter, the husky sophomore
center, banged in 19 to lead the
Dutch to a hard fought 79-76 victory over Kenyon. Carl Walters
of Holland added 14 points in his
finest performance thus far in a
varsity uniform.

Birthday Pizzas

by Steve De Pree

Free Pizza for all College Students
on Their Birthday
Up To $ 1 . 4 0

BOWSER'S PIZZA
Be A College Town Doll
Make Your Selection at • . .

FRENCH CLOAK
3 0 E. 8th St.

SCORE—Flying Dutchman Glenn Van Wieren (44) tangles with Calvin Knights to set up a score, at
teammates BUI Potter (52), Clare Van Wieren (54) and Ron Venhuizen (30) watch. Hope lost the
game Wednesday 90-82.

EX 3 - 9 0 0 6

Coldness from the field cost
Hope's Blue and Orange a defeat
at the hands of Calvin Wednesday
night by a score of 90-52 in a
fierce contest played at the Holland Civic Center.
The Knight's shooting accuracy
produced the victory which Calvin
needed after being humiliated by
Hope last year in both of their
games. The Flying Dutchmen made
33 of 105 from the field for a
meager 31% in contrast to
Calvin's 37 of 80 for an overall
46%. The. Knights were especially hot in the second half
when they gunned for a 52% field
goal average.
Calvin took the lead from the
beginning on a bucket by Jim Van
lEerden, the game's leading scorstage for the contest as the Knights
er with 23 markers. This set the

A&W ROOT BEER
Olive King Burger

BREDEWEG SHOE REPAIRING
We Dye and Repair Shoes

Two Patties of Choice Beef
Melted Cheese, Lettuce-Tomato
and Our Own Olive Dressing
Served on a Rusk Bun

EX 6 - 3 4 2 1
230 River Avenue

45c

MICHIGAN CLEANERS
Expert Cleaning and Pressing
2 3 0 River Avenue

LADIES
WINTER DRESSES

EX 6 - 3 4 2 1

NOW 1/2 PRICE

Coral Gables of Saugatuck

One More Week of Sale

IL F0RN0
•

at

• RESTAURANT • •

Fine Foods

Gourmet Table

Campus Miss
4 6 East 8th St.

Open Daily Except Monday — 5:00 p.m. - 2:00 a.m.
Sunday — 1:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.

led throughout the entire game
while being badgered by the Blue
and Orange. The first half was
highlighted by Hope's attempt in
vain to catch the Knights.
The half ended with Hope behind
by a margin of 42-37.
In the initial half, the Flying
Dutchmen relied mostly on the
services of its starting lineup,
which was made up of freshman
Carl Walters, seniors Ron Venhuizen and Glenn Van Wieren and
Sophomores Bill Potter and Clare
Van Wieren. Dean Overman also
supplied some clutch play for the
Blue and Orange.
Hope was caught looking again
at ihe start of the second half as
Calvin sank two quick baskets
before the Blue and Orange started to swing into action. The Knights
seemed to get stronger as they
went along and led by as much

Volunteers Enroll for Training;
To Enter Preparatory Training
Peace Corps volunteers scheduled for assignments in 18 nations
will enter training at US colleges
and universities in February March, said Peace Corps Director
Sargent Shriver. An estimated
1,500 prospective Volunteers will
participate in the training programs.
In past years, only about 400
volunteers have entered mid-year
training programs, Shriver said.
While the peak in-put period will
continue to be the summer months,
he said this year's large spring
group will filll urgent requests
from countries in Africa, Asia and
iLatin America.
Many of the spring group will
be mid-year graduates of US col-

— also specializing in —

IL FORNO PIZZA

QUICK FRIENDLY SERVICE

"The name that made PIZZA famous in Lansing'
•

•

COMPLETE TAKE O U T SERVICE

•

Private Parties • Banquets • Recptions •

HOTEL SAUGATUCK
Saugatuck, Mich.

as 18 points toward the middle of
the second half. Clare Van Wieren
caugh fire in this half and accounted for 15 points in the period.
Toward the late stages of the
half, Hope displayed an effective
full court press whcih narrowed
the margin to as low as aeven
points. This was largely instigated
by the spirit of Chris Buys and
Carl Walters who fought to pull
the game out. Dean Overman and
Clare Van Wieren also produced
some vital momentum to the Hope
attack. But a poised Calvin squad
staved off the drive with their
accurate shooting to accunt for
their reserved victory.
Individual scoring showed high
Hope pointmaker Clare Van Wieren with 17 markers, Carl Walters
12, 10 for Glenn Van Wieren and
Ron Venhuizen and Chris Buys
both gathered 9.

First National Bank
of Holland

leges and universities, who will
fill teaching assignments, most of
which require college degrees.
But about % of the spring trainees
will not be required to have degrees.
The spring training programs
will prepare Volunteers for service
in Somalia, Malaysia, Nigeria, Ecuador, Nepal, Thailand, India,
Jamaica, Togo, Colombia, Panama, Iran, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile,
Venezuela, Tanganyika and The
Dominican Republic.
Teachers will be needed at all
levels — elementary, secondary
and university — and in all subjects, with particular emphasis
on English, science and mathematics. Some physical education
and vocational teachers will also
be required.
Other Volunteers will be enrolled in agricultural extension, community development, construction,
engineering and geology programs.
Peace Corps Volunteers serve
for two years, including training.
They get a modest living allowance designed to let them live at
a level equal to that of the people
with whom they work — plus a
$75 monthly readjustment allowance, paid at the end of their
service.

